ABSTRACT. Let K be a convex body in R d , let j ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}, and let ̺ be a positive and continuous probability density function with respect to the (d−1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure on the boundary ∂K of K. Denote by Kn the convex hull of n points chosen randomly and independently from ∂K according to the probability distribution determined by ̺. For the case when ∂K is a C 2 submanifold of R d with everywhere positive Gauss curvature, M. Reitzner proved an asymptotic formula for the expectation of the difference of the jth intrinsic volumes of K and Kn, as n → ∞. In this article, we extend this result to the case when the only condition on K is that a ball rolls freely in K.
INTRODUCTION
Random polytopes in Euclidean space R d can be defined in various ways. If x 1 , . . . , x n are n random points sampled from a given convex body K ⊂ R d , then the convex hull of these random points yields a random polytope that has been studied extensively in the literature. The present focus is on a related though different model of a random polytope that has not been explored to the same extent. Instead of choosing the points from all of K, we sample random points from the boundary of K. The convex hull of these points then provides a model of a random polytope that will be considered here. Our main focus is on the convergence of the expectation of geometric functionals (intrinsic volumes) of such a random polytope. The main result, stated in Theorem 1.2, extends previous work by relaxing the regularity assumptions on K. This is a nontrivial task, since the speed of convergence depends in a crucial way on the boundary structure, in particular on the (generalized) curvatures, of K. The present approach refines arguments that have recently been developed in [4] to establish first order results for the aforementioned model of a random polytope, and it combines geometric and probabilistic ideas.
Before stating our results explicitly, we provide the required background and notation. Our basic setting is the d-dimensional Euclidean space R d , d ≥ 2, with scalar product ·, · and norm · . By H j we denote the j-dimensional Hausdorff measure, where H d is simply called the volume V d . Let B j be the unit ball of R j with center at the origin, and let S j−1 be its boundary. Then we write α j = H j (B j ) for the j-dimensional volume of B j , and hence H j−1 (S j−1 ) = jα j is the surface content of B j . The relative boundary of a compact convex set C ⊂ R d is denoted by ∂C. Finally, the convex hull of subsets X 1 , . . . , X r and points z 1 , . . . , z s is denoted by [X 1 , . . . , X r , z 1 , . . . , z s ].
Throughout the following, K is a convex body (compact convex set) with interior points in R d ; for notions of convexity we follow the monographs by Schneider [18] or Gruber [8] . The boundary of K is denoted by ∂K. We say that ∂K is twice differentiable in the generalized sense at a boundary point x ∈ ∂K if there exists a positive semi-definite quadratic form Q on R d−1 , the so called second fundamental form, with the following property: If K is positioned in such a way that x = o and R d−1 is a support hyperplane of K, then in a neighborhood of the origin o, ∂K is the graph of a convex function f defined on a (d − 1)-dimensional ball around o in R d−1 satisfying (1.1) f (z) = as z → o. According to a classical result of Alexandrov (see P.M. Gruber [8] or R. Schneider [18] ), ∂K is twice differentiable in the generalized sense at H d−1 almost all points x ∈ ∂K. Such boundary points are also called normal boundary points. We write k 1 (x), . . . , k d−1 (x) for the (generalized) principal curvatures of ∂K at x ∈ ∂K, which are just the eigenvalues of Q. Furthermore, H j (x) denotes the normalized jth elementary symmetric function of the principal curvatures of ∂K at the normal boundary point x. Here the dependence of this function on K is not made explicit. Thus, for j ∈ {1, . . . , d − 1}, we have
and this definition is supplemented by H 0 (x) := 1. In particular, H d−1 (x) is the Gaussian curvature and H 1 (x) is the mean curvature of ∂K at x. We say that ∂K is C k + , for some k ≥ 2, if ∂K is a C k submanifold of R d and its Gaussian curvature is positive everywhere. The intrinsic volumes V j (K), j = 0, . . . , d, of a convex body K ⊂ R d can be introduced as coefficients of the Steiner formula
where K + λB d is the Minkowski sum of K and the ball λB d of radius λ ≥ 0. In particular, V d is the volume functional, V 0 (K) = 1, V 1 is proportional to the mean width and V d−1 is a multiple of the surface area. Alternately, intrinsic volumes can be obtained as mean projection volumes. Specifically, for j = 1, . . . d − 1, it is well-known that We say that a ball rolls freely in a convex body K ⊂ R d if there exists some r > 0 such that any x ∈ ∂K lies on the boundary of some Euclidean ball B of radius r with B ⊂ K. The existence of a rolling ball is equivalent to saying that the exterior unit normal is a Lipschitz map on ∂K (see D. Hug [14] ). In particular, W. Blaschke observed that if ∂K is C 2 , then K has a rolling ball (see D. Hug [14] or K. Leichtweiss [15] ). In turn, we say that K rolls freely in a ball of radius R > 0 if any x ∈ ∂K lies on the boundary of some Euclidean ball B of radius R with K ⊂ B.
In this paper, we shall consider the following probability model. Let K be a convex body with a rolling ball of radius r. Let ̺ be a continuous, positive probability density function defined on ∂K; throughout this paper this density is always considered with respect to the boundary measure on ∂K. Select the points x 1 , . . . , x n randomly and independently from ∂K according to the probability distribution determined by ̺. The convex hull K n := [x 1 , . . . , x n ] then is a random polytope inscribed in K. We are going to study the expectation of intrinsic volumes of K n . In order to indicate the dependence on the probability density ̺, we write P ̺ to denote the probability of an event in this probability space and E ̺ to denote the expected value. For a convex body K, the expected value E ̺ (V j (K n )) of the j-th intrinsic volume of K n tends to V j (K) as n tends to infinity. It is clear that the asymptotic behavior of V j (K) − E ̺ (V j (K n )) is determined by the shape of the boundary of K. In the case when the boundary of K is a C 2 + submanifold of R d , this asymptotic behavior was described by M. Reitzner [16] . Theorem 1.1 (Reitzner, 2002) . Let K be a convex body in R d with C 2 + boundary, and let ̺ be a continuous, positive probability density function on ∂K. Denote by E ̺ (V j (K n )), j = 1, . . . , d, the expected j-th intrinsic volume of the convex hull of n random points on ∂K chosen independently and according to the density function ̺. Then
as n → ∞, where the constant c (j,d) only depends on j and the dimension d.
For j = d, that is in the case of the volume functional, C. Schütt and E. Werner [21] extended (1.2) to any convex body K such that a ball of radius r rolls freely in K and, in addition, K rolls freely in a ball of radius R, for some R > r > 0. The latter assumption of K rolling freely inside a ball implies a uniform positive lower bound for the principle curvatures of ∂K whenever they exist. They also calculated the constant c (d,d) explicitly, that is
Moreover, C. Schütt and E. Werner [21] showed that for fixed K, the minimum of the integral expression in (1.2) is attained for the probability density function
Our main goal is to extend Theorem 1.1 to the case where K is only assumed to have a rolling ball, for all j = 1, . . . , d. In particular, the Gauss curvature is allowed to be zero on a set of positive boundary measure. More explicitly, we shall prove The present method of proof for Theorem 1.2 is different from the one used by Reitzner [16] or Schütt and Werner [21] . It is inspired by the arguments from our previous paper [4] concerning random points chosen from a convex body, however, the case of random points chosen from the boundary is more delicate.
Examples show that in general the condition that a ball rolls freely inside K cannot be dropped in Theorem 1.2. General bounds are provided in the following theorem. 
The lower bound is of optimal order if K has a rolling ball, and the upper bound is of optimal order, if K is a polytope.
For comparison, let us review the main known results about the convex hull K(n) of n points chosen randomly, independently and uniformly from K. In the case where a ball rolls freely inside K, the analogue of Theorem 1.2 is established in K. Böröczky Jr., L. M. Hoffmann and D. Hug [3] . For the case of the volume functional and an arbitrary convex body K, C. Schütt [19] proved (see K.J. Böröczky, F. Fodor, D. Hug [4] for some corrections and an extension) that
where the constant c d > 0 only depends on the dimension d and is explicitly known. Concerning the order of approximation, we have
where γ 1 , . . . , γ 4 > 0 are constants that may depend on K. The inequalities (1.3) are due to R. Schneider [17] , and (1.4) is due to I. Bárány and D. Larman [2] . The orders are best possible, being attained in (1.3)(left) and (1.4)(right) by sufficiently smooth bodies, and in (1.3)(right) and (1.4)(left) by polytopes. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is given in the following three sections. In Section 2, we rewrite the difference
in an integral geometric way. The inner integral involved in this integral geometric description is extended over the projection K|L of K to L, where L is a j-dimensional linear subspace. Then we show that up to an error term of lower order the main contribution comes from a neighborhood of the (relative) boundary ∂(K|L) of K|L with respect to L, where this neighborhood is shrinking at a welldefined speed t(n) as n → ∞. Further application of an integral geometric decomposition then shows that the proof boils down to determining the limit
where y ∈ ∂(K|L) and x is a normal boundary point of K with y = x|L. The case where the Gauss curvature of K at x is zero is treated directly. In Section 3, we deal with the case of positive Gauss curvature. In a first step, we choose a reparametrization of the integral which relates the parameter t to the probability content s of that part of the boundary of K near x that is cut off by a cap determined by the parameter t. This reparametrization has the effect of extracting the relevant geometric information from K. What remains to be shown is that the transformed integrals are essentially independent of K and yield the same value for the unit ball with the uniform probability density on its boundary. This latter step is divided into two lemmas in Section 3. Whereas both lemmas have analogues in our previous work [4] , the present arguments are more delicate and the second lemma has to be established by a reasoning different from the one in [4] . The proof is then completed in Section 4, where, in addition to the previous steps, a very special case of Theorem 1.1 is employed (K being the unit ball) as well as an integral geometric lemma from [3] . The final section is devoted to a proof of Theorem 1.3.
GENERAL ESTIMATES
In order to prove Theorem 1.2, we start by rewriting
in an integral geometric form. For this, we use Kubota's formula and Fubini's theorem to obtain
Now we introduce some geometric tools. If K has a rolling ball of radius r, then so does K|L for any
j , y ∈ ∂(K|L) and x ∈ K such that y = x|L, then x ∈ ∂K and the outer unit normal of ∂(K|L) at y is equal to u(x).
Since the statement of the theorem is translation invariant, we may assume that
for some R > 0. For t ∈ (0, 1), let K t := (1 − t)K, and for x ∈ ∂K, let x t := (1 − t)x. Similarly, (K|L) t := (1 − t)(K|L) and y t := (1 − t)y for y ∈ ∂(K|L). For x ∈ ∂K and t ∈ (0, 1), let
The existence of a rolling ball at x yields that if t ∈ (0,
On the other hand, we have (2.5) x * t − x t < Rt. For real functions f and g defined on the same space, we write f ≪ g or f = O(g) if there exists a positive constant γ, depending only on K and ̺, such that |f | ≤ γ · g.
We shall use the notion of a "coordinate corner". Given an orthonormal basis in a linear i-dimensional subspace L, the corresponding (i − 1)-dimensional coordinate planes cut L into 2 i convex cones, which we call coordinate corners (with respect to L and the given basis). In the following, we write γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . for positive constants which merely depend on K and ̺.
Let us estimate the probability that o ∈ K n . There exists a constant γ 1 > 0 such that the probability content of each of the parts of ∂K contained in one of the 2 d coordinate corners of R d is at least γ 1 . Now if o ∈ K n , then o can be strictly separated from K n by a hyperplane. It follows that {x 1 , . . . , x n } is disjoint from one of these coordinate corners, and hence
This fact will be used, for instance, in the proof of the subsequent lemma. In the following, for x ∈ R d we use the shorthand notation R + x := {λx : λ ≥ 0}.
Lemma 2.1. There exist constants
Proof. Let y ∈ ∂(K|L) and x ∈ ∂K be such that
be the coordinate corners with respect to some basis vectors in u(x)
⊥ . In addition, for i = 1, . . . , 2 d−1 and t ∈ (0, 1), let
. Since ̺ is positive and continuous, we have
Combining (2.4) and (2.5), we deduce the existence of a constant
, and therefore
On the other hand, if o ∈ K n |L, then (2.6) holds. Combining this with (2.7), we conclude the proof of the lemma.
Subsequently, the estimate of Lemma 2.1 will be used, for instance, to restrict the domain of integration (cf. Lemma 2.3) and to justify an application of Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem (see (2.12) ). For these applications, we also need that if x ∈ ∂K and c > 0 satisfiesω := cδ
where we use that (1 − s) n ≤ e −ns for s ∈ [0, 1] and n ∈ N. The next lemma will allow us to decompose integrals in a suitable way. We write u(y) to denote the unique exterior unit normal to ∂(K|L) at y ∈ ∂(K|L). It will always be clear from the context whether we mean the exterior unit normal at a point x ∈ ∂K or at a point y ∈ ∂(K|L).
, and the map
Thus the assertion follows from Federer's area/coarea theorem (see [7] ).
In the following, we use the abbreviation t(n) := n
Proof. Let δ > 0 be chosen such that it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1. We may assume that n is large enough to satisfy t(n) < δ and n ≥ (γ 2 ) 2 . First, we treat that part of the integral which extends over the subset (K|L) δ of (K|L) t(n) .
Let ω := δr. Then (2.3) yields
There exists a constant γ 7 > 0 such that the probability measure of
is an exterior unit normal to H − . Since H intersects K δ , we have x − y, u(x) ≥ ω by (2.9). Now there exists some i ∈ {1, . . . , n} with x − z i ≤ ω 2 , and hence {x 1 , . . . ,
d . In particular, we have (2.10)
Next let y ∈ ∂(K|L). If t ∈ (t(n), δ), then Lemma 2.1 yields
In particular, writing I to denote the integral in Lemma 2.3, we obtain from Lemma 2.2, (2.10) and (2.11) that
, which is the required estimate.
It follows by applying (2.1), Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.2, in this order, that
We deduce from Lemma 2.1 and
where n 0 and C depend on K and ̺. Therefore, we may apply Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, and thus we conclude
where, for L ∈ L d j and y ∈ ∂(K|L), we have
Subsequently, we shall inspect this limit more closely. In a first step, we shall consider those points y ∈ ∂(K|L) for which there is a normal boundary point x ∈ ∂K with y = x|L and H d−1 (x) = 0.
j , and let y ∈ ∂(K|L). If x ∈ ∂K is a normal boundary point of K with y = x|L and
Proof. Let x ∈ ∂K be a normal boundary point with y = x|L and H d−1 (x) = 0. First, we show the existence of a decreasing function ϕ on (0, r R ) with lim t→0 + ϕ(t) = ∞ satisfying (2.14)
In the following, we always assume that t > 0 is sufficiently small, that is n is sufficiently large, so that all expressions that arise are well defined. Let v 1 , . . . , v d−1 be an orthonormal basis in u(x) ⊥ such that these vectors are principal directions of curvature of K at x and such that the curvature is zero in the direction of v 1 . In addition, let Θ 
as before. The continuity of ̺ yields that
Since the curvature is zero in the direction of v 1 , there exists a function ψ on (0, r R ) with lim t→0 + ψ(t) = ∞ satisfying
Combining (2.4) and (2.5), we deduce the existence of a decreasing functionφ on (0, r R ) with lim t→0 +φ(t) = ∞ satisfying
First, we assume that y t ∈ K n |L and o ∈ K n . In particular, then we also have x t ∈ K n , and hence there exists a hyperplane H through x t such that K n lies on one side of H. Since o ∈ K n , it follows that H separates K n from some Θ i,t , and therefore (2.15)
On the other hand, if o ∈ K n |L, then (2.6) holds. Combining this with (2.15), we conclude (2.14). In turn, we deduce from (2.8) that
In the next section, we study the more difficult case of boundary points with positive Gauss curvature.
NORMAL BOUNDARY POINTS AND CAPS
Let L ∈ L d j , and let y ∈ ∂(K|L) be such that y = x|L for some (uniquely determined) normal boundary point x ∈ ∂K with H d−1 (x) > 0. We keep x and y fixed throughout this section. First, we reparametrize x t and y t in terms of the probability measure of the corresponding cap of ∂K. Using this reparametrization, we show that J ̺ (y, L) essentially depends only on the random points near x (see Lemma 3.1), and then in a second step we pass from the case of a general convex body K to the case of a Euclidean ball.
For t ∈ (0, 1), we consider the hyperplane H(x, t) :
, z ≥ u(x), x t }, and the cap C(x, t) := K ∩ H + (x, t) whose bounding hyperplane is H(x, t). Next we reparametrize x t in terms of the induced probability measure of the cap C(x, t); namely,x s := x t andỹ s := y t ,
where, for a given sufficiently small s ≥ 0, the parameter t ≥ 0 is uniquely determined by the equation
Note that s is a strictly increasing and continuous function of t. We further define
where again, for given s, the parameter t is determined by (3.1). Observe that ∂K ∩ H + (x, t) = ∂K ∩ C(x, t). Subsequently, we explore the relation between s and t. Let f : u(x) ⊥ → [0, ∞] be a convex function such that the restriction of the map
to a neighborhood of o parametrizes ∂K in a neighborhood of x. Moreover, we consider the transformations
and
where u(x) ⊥ is considered to be a subset of u(x) ⊥ ×{0} and k i = k i (x), i = 1, . . . , d−1, are the principle curvatures of ∂K at x. Then we obtain
Let K := T (K − x) + x, and hence T (Π(∂K ∩ H + (x, t))) = Π(∂K ∩ H + (x, t)). If f is defined for K as f is defined for K, and
, for w ∈ ∂K ∩ H + (x, t), then we obtain
Next we put H(r) := x − ru(x) + u(x) ⊥ and denote by n K (w) the exterior unit normal of K at w ∈ ∂K. Since (cf. the notes for Section 1.5 (2) in [18] )
withw := Π(w) and z ∈ u(x) ⊥ , we get
Thus a simple application of the coarea formula yields that, for t > 0 sufficiently small and d ≥ 2,
Since also K has a rolling ball, the map w → n K (w) is continuous, and therefore also
is continuous. This implies that
Clearly, we have ̺(w) → ̺(x) = ̺(x) and g(w) → 1, as t → 0 + , uniformly with respect to w ∈ ∂K ∩ H(t x, u(x) ). Moreover, since
is the osculating paraboloid of K and Γ has rotational symmetry, we obtain for s = s(t) that
x, u(x)
Thus we have shown that
In the same way, we also obtain (3.4) lim
Observe that (3.3) and (3.4) are valid also for d = 2. In particular, (3.3) and (3.4) imply that J ̺ (y, L) can be rewritten as (cf. (2.13))
and lim
Now we show that in the domain of integration g(y, n) can be replaced by n −1/2 , that is
It follows from Lemma 2.1 and (3.4) that there exist constants c 0 > 0 and c 2 > c 1 > 0 depending on y, K, L, ̺ such that if s > 0 is small enough, then
and if n is large and s is between g(n, y) and n −1/2 , then c 1 n −1/2 < s < c 2 n −1/2 . In particular,
and hence (3.5) yields (3.6).
⊥ denote the orthogonal projection to u(x) ⊥ . Using (2.5), (2.3) and (3.4), we obtain
Let Q denote the second fundamental form of ∂K at x (cf. 
Further, let π be the orthogonal projection to u(x) ⊥ , and define
which is the Dupin indicatrix of K at x, whose half axes are k i (x) −1/2 , i = 1, . . . , d − 1. In addition, let Γ be the convex hull of the osculating paraboloid of K at x ∈ ∂K, that is
Hence, we have
Γ ∩ H(x, t) = x * t + 2t x, u(x) E, and there exists an increasing functionμ(s) with lim s→0 +μ(s) = 1 such that
, and s and t are related by equation (3.1). From (3.7) it follows that also (3.9)x s +μ(s)
The rest of the proof is devoted to identifying the asymptotic behavior of the integral (3.6). First, we adjust the domain of integration and the integrand in a suitable way. In a second step, the resulting expression is compared to the case where K is the unit ball. We recall that x 1 , . . . , x n are random points in ∂K, and we put Ξ n := {x 1 , . . . , x n }, hence K n = [Ξ n ]. For a finite set X ⊂ R d , let #X denote the cardinality of X. 
Proof. Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be given. Then α > 1 is chosen such that
Further, we choose β ≥ (16
and then we fix an integer k > d such that
Lemma 3.1 follows from the following three statements, which we will prove assuming that n is sufficiently large.
Before proving (i), (ii) and (iii), we note that they imply
, which in turn yields Lemma 3.1.
First, we introduce some notation. As before, let Q be the second fundamental form at x ∈ ∂K, and let v 1 , . . . , v d−1 be an orthonormal basis of u(x) ⊥ representing the principal directions. In addition, let Θ 
Subsequently, we show that (3.13) lim
In fact, since a ball rolls freely inside K, ̺ is continuous and positive at x, and by (3.7) we deduce that
Let Ψ : ∂Γ ∩ C(x, r/R) → ∂K ∩ C(x, r/R) be the diffeomorphism which assigns to a point z ∈ ∂Γ ∩ H(x, s) the unique point Ψ(z) ∈ ∂K ∩ (x * s + R + (z −x * s )). It follows from (3.8) that there exists an increasing function µ : R + → R + with lim s→0 + µ(s) = 1 such that
Thus we get
Now we can repeat the preceding argument in reverse order and finally use (3.1) to arrive at the assertion (3.13).
To prove (i), we observe that
Let α/n < s < n −1/2 , and let n be sufficiently large. First, (2.6) yields that
On the other hand, if o ∈ K n , thenỹ s ∈ K n |L implies that Θ i,s ∩ K n = ∅ for some i ∈ {1, . . . , 2 d−1 }, and hence (3.13) yields (3.14)
Therefore, by (3.10) we get
, which verifies (i).
Next (ii) simply follows from (3.1) and (3.12). In fact, if 0 < s < α/n, then
Finally, we prove (iii). To this end, if ε (d−1)/2 /n < s < α/n and i ∈ {1, . . . , 2 d−1 }, then we define w i ∈ Θ ′ i by (3.15) w i := βs
We claim that for large n, ifỹ s ∈ K n |L butỹ s ∈ ( C(x, βs) ∩ Ξ n )|L , then there exists i ∈ {1, . . . ,
Moreover, for all i = 1, . . . , 2 d−1 , we have
To justify (3.17), let i ∈ {1, . . . , 2 d−1 } be fixed. It follows from the definition of w i that
Recall that π :
If n is large enough, and hence 0 < s < α/n is sufficiently small, then (3.7), (3.9) and (3.15) yield that w i ∈ π( Ω i,s ), since by assumption √ β 1/(d−1) /4 > 2, and therefore
In particular, (3.17) now follows from
βs.
Next we verify (3.16). We assume thatỹ s ∈ K n |L butỹ s ∈ ( C(x, βs) ∩ Ξ n )|L . Then there exist a ∈ ( C(x, βs) ∩ Ξ n )|L and b ∈ K n \ C(x, βs) |L such thatỹ s ∈ (a, b). Thus there exists a hyperplane H in R d containingỹ s +L ⊥ and bounding the halfspaces H + and H − such that C(x, βs)∩Ξ n ⊂ int(H + ) and b ∈ int(H − ). In addition, there exists i ∈ {1, . . . ,
Now we define points q and q ′ by
Relation (3.8) implies that H(x, βs) ∩ K ⊂x * βs + 2G(x)(βs)
is sufficiently small. Arguing as in [4] , we obtain that
which yields (cf. [4] ) q ∈ỹ √ βs + 2s
Hence it follows from (3.19) thatỹ √ βs + w i ⊂ q + Θ ′ i ⊂ H − , and
Assertion (iii) follows from (3.16) and (3.17) . In fact, if ε (d−1)/2 /n < s < α/n, then
by the choice of β.
To actually compare the situation near the normal boundary point x of K with H d−1 (x) > 0 to the case of the unit ball, let σ = (dα d ) −1 be the constant density of the corresponding probability distribution on
We write B n to denote the convex hull of n random points distributed uniformly and independently on
j with w ∈ L 0 , and letw s be of the form λw for λ ∈ (0, 1) such that
In particular,w s |L 0 =w s .
j , y ∈ ∂(K|L) and x ∈ ∂K is a normal boundary point such that y = x|L and
Proof. First, we assume d ≥ 3. It is sufficient to prove that for any ε ∈ (0, 1) there exists n 0 > 0, depending on ε, x, K, ̺, L, such that if n > n 0 , then (3.20)
Let α, β and k be the quantities associated with ε, x, K, ̺, L in Lemma 3.1, let C(x, s) denote the cap of K defined in (3.2), and let C(w, s) denote the corresponding cap of B d at w. We define the densities ̺ s on ∂ C(x, βs) and σ s on ∂ C(w, βs) of probability distributions by
For i = 0, . . . , k, we write C(x, βs) i and C(w, βs) i to denote the convex hulls of i random points distributed uniformly and independently on ∂ C(x, βs) and ∂ C(w, βs) according to ̺ s and σ s , respectively. If n is large, then Lemma 3.1 yields that the left-hand and the right-hand side of (3.20) are
For each i ≤ k, the representation of the beta function by the gamma function and the Stirling formula (see E. Artin [1] ) imply
Therefore to prove (3.20) , it is sufficient to verify that for each i = 0, . . . , k, if s > 0 is small, then are very close. Using these caps, we construct equivalent representations of P ̺s ỹ s ∈ C(x, βs) i |L and P σs w s ∈ C(w, βs) i |L 0 , based on the same space Ξ s and on comparable probability measures and random variables. We may assume that u(x) = w. Let v 1 , . . . , v d−1 be an orthonormal basis of w ⊥ in the principal directions of the fundamental form Q of K at x ∈ ∂K. We define the linear transform A s of R d by A s (w) = 2(βs)
and choose an orthonormal linear transform P s such that P s w = w, and
Based on these linear transforms, let Φ s be the affine transformation
In addition, we define the linear transform R s of R d by R s (w) = 2(βs)
and let Ψ s be the affine transformation
Subsequently, we also write Φ s z for Φ s (z) or Φ s z|L 0 for Φ s (z)|L 0 , and similarly for Ψ s . We observe that Ω is the osculating paraboloid of both Φ s K and Ψ s B d at o, and
For p ∈ C(x, βs) ∩ ∂K and z = π • Φ s (p), let D(p) be the Jacobian of π • Φ s at p as a map π • Φ s : C(x, βs) ∩ ∂K → R d−1 , and let̺
In addition, for p ∈ C(w, βs)
, and let
and extend̺ s andσ s to Ξ s bỹ
Therefore̺ s andσ s are densities of probability distributions on Ξ s . For z ∈ Ξ s , let ϕ s (z) ∈ Φ s ∂K and ψ s (z) ∈ Ψ s S d−1 be the points near z whose orthogonal projection into R d−1 is z. For random variables z 1 , . . . , z i ∈ Ξ s either with respect to̺ s orσ s , the quantities above were defined so as to satisfy
Now there exists an increasing function s → µ * (s) with lim s→0 + µ * (s) = 1 such that
we have µ
for all z ∈ Ξ s , and
From (3.25) we deduce that if s > 0 is small, then
for all z ∈ Ξ s .
Let us assume that
We can now transform the asymptotic formulas to K. Let L ∈ L d j and let y ∈ ∂(K|L) be such that y = x|L for some normal boundary point x = x(y) ∈ ∂K. If H d−1 (x) = 0, then J ̺ (y, L) = 0 by Lemma 2.4. If H d−1 (x) > 0, then it follows from (3.6), Lemma 3.2 and (4.1) that
, where x = x(y). Finally, we apply first (2.12), and afterwards Lemma 4.1, to deduce
̺(x(y))
which concludes the proof of Theorem 1.2.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3
Using the Stirling formula Γ(n + 1) ∼ ( In the following argument, γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . again denote positive constants that may depend on K and ̺. We can assume that o ∈ int(K). Further, let (∂K) n * denote the set of all x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ ∂K such that o ∈ [x 1 , . . . , x n ]. For u ∈ S d−1 and t ≥ 0, let C(u, t) := {x ∈ K : x, u ≥ h K (u) − t}, where h K denotes the support function of K. To deduce the upper bound, we start with the estimates
(∂K) n 1{x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ ∂K \ C(u, s)}̺(x 1 ) · · · ̺(x n )
For suitable positive constants γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 4 we get, for u ∈ S d−1 and t ∈ (0, γ 2 ),
∂K∩C(u,t)
In particular, γ 4 , γ 3 (γ 2 ) d−1 ∈ (0, 1). We deduce from (5.2), (5.3) and (5.1) that, for suitable γ 5 , . . . , γ 9 with γ 7 , γ 9 ∈ (0, 1), To prove the lower bound for E ̺ (V 1 (K) − V 1 (K n )), we need the following observation. Proof. For the proof of the first assertion, we may assume that x 0 = o, hence also h K (u 0 ) = 0. We put h := h K . By assumption, there is a function R : R + → [0, ∞) with lim t→0 + R(t) = 0 and
Thus there is a constant R 1 > 0 and δ > 0 such that h(u) ≤ R 1 u − u 0 2 for all u ∈ S d−1 with u, u 0 ≥ 1 − δ. But then for R 2 := max{2R 1 , max{h(u) : u ∈ S d−1 }/(2δ)} and all u ∈ S d−1 , we obtain
that is K ⊂ −R 2 u 0 + R 2 B d . The second assertion follows immediately from the first assertion.
Let t 0 be the inradius of K. Now Lemma 5.1 yields, for u ∈ Σ and t ∈ (0, t 0 ), that ∂K∩C(u,t)
Choosing a constant γ 12 ∈ (0, t 0 ) satisfying γ 11 (γ 12 )
d−1 2 < 1, it follows as in the derivation of (5.2) that, with a suitable constant γ 13 ∈ (0, 1), we have
Theorem 1.2 shows that the lower bound of Lemma 1.3 is of optimal order if K has a rolling ball. In fact, the assumption of a rolling ball ensures that the integral on the right side of (1.2) is positive. This follows, for instance, from the absolute continuity of the Gauss curvature measure of a convex body which has a rolling ball (cf. [12] ).
On the other hand, the upper bound for E ̺ (V 1 (K) − V 1 (K n )) is of optimal order if K is a polytope. To explain this, let Σ 0 ⊂ S n−1 be contained in the interior of the exterior normal cone of one of the vertices of K and such that H d−1 (Σ 0 ) > 0. In this case ∂K∩C(u,t)
for u ∈ Σ 0 and t ∈ (0, γ 16 ), and hence E ̺ (V 1 (K) − V 1 (K n )) ≥ γ 17 · n
